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UMN MORRIS CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
 
2019-2020 Meeting #6 Minutes 
January 30, 2020, 11:40 a.m. Moccasin Flower Room 
 
Members Present: Janet Ericksen (Chair), Stacey Aronson, John Barber, Adrienne Conley, Stephen 
Crabtree, Stephanie Ferrian, Simόn Franco, Stephen Gross, Arne Kildegaard, Marcus Muller, Ben 
Narvaez, Peh Ng, Denise Odello, Gwen Rudney Julia Scovil, Jeri Squier, Josh Westfield 
 
Members Absent: Miah McNiff 
 
Others present: Rebecca Dean 
 
In these minutes: EDP/ICDP subcommittee recommendations and Committee decision 
 
#1 Welcome and announcements 
Introductions and welcome to Marcus Muller, Director, Office of the Registrar. Ericksen reviewed the 
plan for handling the General Education program proposals. 
#2 Approval of Minutes  
Reviewed minutes. MOTION (Franco, Crabtree) to approve minutes from Meeting #5 on December 12, 
2019. Committee did suggest revisions to EDP/ICDP award process, but on the whole the new 
process went well. Thanks to the committee. VOTE: Motion passed 15-0-0. 
#3 Request for General Education designator on DS 
Student being considered emailed the committee directly, but lobbying members is not part of the 
usual process. Ericksen advised the committee to consider only whether or not the request 
persuasively meets the requirements stated on the form: does the proposed DS appear to fulfill the 
proposed GenEd designator? Does the explanation of why the student needs to fulfill this GenEd with 
a DS meet the committee’s standards for allowing this? After discussion, the committee voted as 
follows: 
Does the committee feel the request meets the Hum GenEd category? Yes 
Is there reason enough? UMN Morris online courses that are part of regular faculty workload (DS are 
not) are being offered that meet this requirement. Student has not utilized Disability Services. There is 
not much precedent for us to follow, but the committee’s decision may be setting precedent. Faculty 
do many directed studies; Division Chairs will need to continue to monitor which faculty are being 
asked to do them and what the relationship is between such things as progress toward tenure and 
voluntarily added labor. MOTION (Gross, Peh) to approve request for Directed Study to fulfill a GenEd 
requirement. VOTE: Motion passed 9-0-3 
Scholastic Committee will be consulted regarding policy limiting the number of directed studies a 
student can take. 
#4 Campus Student Learning Outcomes  
Reviewed slides attached to agenda; discussion led by Rebecca Dean as part of her Assessment 
Council role. CSLOs are currently assessed through program evaluation. It makes sense to think 
about CSLO changes at the same time as GenEd program. HLC requires that we assess on a regular 
basis, and our current CLSOs are relatively high in number, especially in subcategories. Graph 
showing PSLOs in each CSLO category indicates uneven distribution; not all CSLOs are included 
and then aren’t evaluated as often as others. Past assessment of oral skills, for instance, was difficult, 
and as one slide shows, we have eight separate categories for co-curricular assessment. Current 
best practice is a larger umbrella categories instead of such specific ones. 
R. Dean reminded the committee that last year the Student Assessment Committee put together 
models as options and collected feedback from other committees and groups, including students. 
Updated options were created, but we ran out of time to bring the discussion to a recommendation. 
The plan now is to pick up with new/revised potential models and gather additional feedback to create 
CSLOs that better fit best practice, appease HLC, and limit additional work. 
Side note, in answer to a question: Morris currently has an assessment facilitator plus two assistant 
assessment facilitators. These are administrative appointments rather than a committee, with the aim 
of greater consistency in the work. 
February 12 Campus Conversation will focus on CLSOs. After that and other campus discussions, 
the CC ultimately will choose the option(s) that goes to Campus Assembly. The committee also could 
make changes to models before they go forward.  
Conversation about how Gen Ed and CSLOs work together: Conley questioned sequence, whether 
CSLOs or GenEd should be changed first, or if it mattered. General sense that they have to be 
considered concurrently and that both reflect themes that have arisen during SVP/SEM 
conversations. CSLOs need to be the broad goals. Campus Student Learning Outcomes are 
generally not going to be a recruiting tool– students aren’t as concerned with them directly. Marketing 
can brand whatever campus decides on. Models are general concepts at this point and measurable 
statements can be created later. 
Summary of models: 
3 “C” Model - Curiosity, Community, Creativity 
Review of GenEds that fall under the Cs then review the CSLO. GenEd could certainly fall 
under multiple Cs. For evaluation purposes, they would be in one place. Outcomes aggregated 
from GenEds are the review of CSLOs. HLC wants to see the alignment like that. CC could 
determine how the GenEds are sorted into different CSLO categories. It would be good to 
have a similar number falling under each category; we will also have PSLOs and co-curricular 
in the assessment mix. 
3 “Ships” Model - Scholarship, Citizenship, Stewardship 
Combination Model - puts Ships together with Cs-model and results in intersections that create: 
Communicate, Create, Evaluate, Participation 
Developmental Model - Embark, Enrich, Embrace, Explore 
As written, this model is more of a pathway than an outcomes, but it could probably be revised 
to work.  
Ericsken noted that each model approaches its aims a bit differently, which is reflected in the 
language (nouns, verbs). Are these concepts we can articulate - to students and parents? Scovil 
voiced some support for the “3 Cs” model as more value oriented. The developmental model, though, 
could help students move through their four years here. Narvaez found the “ships” model more 
political in its language. Odello feels the “3-Cs” method is more balanced, and the developmental 
model could work as a good advising tool. Ng asked for an example of a statement for assessment, 
noting that assessing a value would be very difficult. Dean replied that we wouldn’t directly assess the 
value, but rather the GenEd that falls under it. Other discussion noted that “ships” model has “be” 
statements that don’t seem to fit Morris. What would the statement be in the “3-Cs” model? Inquiry 
seems to be more measurable than curiosity. C words might be too “mushy”. They do need to be 
general to avoid the current problem. Crabtree shared that outcomes don’t come as easily out of the 
mushy Cs. The course outcomes will be the more measurable. Franco feels the combination model is 
distributed better. This one could be limited to the 4 buckets. Conley considers the combination model 
easier to apply to co-curricular: will have done; can do. Statements under the four words in the combo 
model could be revised and added at a later date.  
Kildegaard thinks development model is easier to assess. Problem is if they are outcomes of a skill 
set or a value. Every program would need to assess how students embark - capstones, internships, 
etc. Rudney thinks that the “ships” model best reflects Morris, but also likes the four intersections. 
Campus Conversation is Feb 12. Which should be presented? General agreement that all four 
models would be on the table, with the combo model changed to the 4 “ates”. Inquiry is a powerful 
word. The buckets can be renamed - more important to define the idea of the buckets. Feedback from 
campus conversations will be brought to CC. Then it needs to go to Campus Assembly as soon as 
possible. 
Narvaez, Scovil, Kildegaard left the meeting. Meeting extended. 
#5 Report from General Education working group (FABNN group) 
Ng shared two proposals from their group. Odello explained that in the arts, a key distinction exists 
between the making (ArtP) and the understanding (FA), similar to the distinction in sciences, Ng, 
noted, between lab and other science. Rudney noted that Education is often not included in the 
GenEd criteria but could and should be. In this context, it is not the division but the category – we 
need to use transfer curriculum terminology. This proposal doesn’t really incorporate co-curriculars, 
as for now we do not have a good system for putting this on a transcript. Does it matter to the 
program that IC courses are not more standardized? 
#6 Review Spring Semester meeting dates and planning 
Other subgroups will present, as will other groups that submitted GenEd proposals. 
UMN Morris
Campus Student Learning Outcomes Revision
Why do we need new CSLOs?
• PSLO assessment doesn’t cover all CSLO categories
• GenEds are not well aligned to CSLOs
• Too many CSLO categories make them hard to assess
• The HLC says so
Campus Student
Learning Outcomes
They define the learning





They define the learning
goals for academic 
programs (majors)
Higher Learning Commission
This is our accrediting body
PSLO assessment doesn’t cover all CSLO categories
• Currently CSLOs are assessed in academic programs through 
correspondence to PSLOs
• Some CSLOs have many PSLOs that correspond, some have none
#PSLOs for each CSLO category









GenEds are not well aligned to CSLOs
• Some CSLOs are associated with multiple GenEds
• Some CSLOs have no GenEd associations
• There is no clear articulation of the relationship between CSLOs and 
the GenEd program
• Individuals might argue about the exact relationships shown on the 
next slide, but the general points above stand
General Education ==> 
...........................................................................
...........................................................................
































































































































































Too many CSLO categories make them hard to 
assess
• 18 individual “lines” within the CSLOs
• Several lines have multiple associated skills or concepts
• This is too many for either curricular and co-curricular assessment









The HLC says so
• Our current CSLOs do not reflect current best practices
• We need to articulate the relationship between CSLOs and GenEd
• We need to implement a more coherent CSLO assessment
• These are required actions for accreditation 
Models to Consider
• The 3 C Model: Curiosity, Community, Creativity
• The 3 “Ships” Model: Scholarship, Citizenship, Stewardship
• The Combination Model







• Critical thinking 
Community:
• Equity and Inclusivity
• Global citizenship










(Please note the bullet points aren’t subcategories but just phrases to help express the breadth/meaning of each category)


















3C Model PSLO/CSLO Assessment




























UMM graduates will be scholars who develop deep and 
multidisciplinary knowledge
Citizenship (or Global Citizenship)
UMM graduates will be global citizens constructively 
engaged within their communities
Stewardship (or Sustainability)
UMM graduates will be leaders in efforts to sustain their 
environment and diverse communities


















3 Ships Model PSLO/CSLO Assessment










3 Ships Model Co-curricular Assessment
• Scholarship
• Research skills
















UMM graduates will be scholars who develop deep and multidisciplinary 
knowledge
Citizenship (or Global Citizenship)
UMM graduates will be global citizens constructively engaged within 
their communities
Stewardship (or Sustainability)
UMM graduates will be leaders in efforts to sustain their environment 
and diverse communities
These actions live at the intersections of Scholarship, Citizenship, and Stewardship:
Communicate
•UMM graduates will be able to communicate effectively within and across cultures, and within and across disciplinary boundaries
Create
•UMM students will be able to create works of artistry and scholarship
•UMM students will be able to generate ideas to address global and local problems -- both academic and applied -- through a multidisciplinary and/or intercultural lens
Evaluate:
•UMM graduates will be able to express the value in diverse perspectives and sustainable communities
•UMM graduates will be able to evaluate information from many sources and perspectives to reach wise judgements
Participate:
•UMM graduates will be able to participate constructively in their communities
•UMM graduates will develop the skills for personal well-being and growth within a sustainable, diverse community



















Combo Model PSLO/CSLO Assessment








Communicate Create Evaluate Participate
#PLSOs per CSLO

























• Deciding on a major
Explore






Developmental Model GenEd/CSLO 
Articulation
• “Explore” includes all GenEd categories
Development Model PSLO/CSLO Assessment
The Developmental Model would be assessed in individual courses/experiences 
rather than through PSLOs in most cases




• “Enrich” would include all assessment of:
• Study Abroad Courses
• Undergraduate Research (in or out of classes)
• Community-Engaged Work (in or out of classes)




Developmental Model Co-curricular Assessment
• “Enrich” includes all GenEd categories
The FABNN General Education Subgroup-Draft (Jan 2020)         
(For discussion at the Jan 30, 2020 Curriculum Committee meeting.) 
Charge from Curr Comm: subgroups will work on a proposal or proposals for a 
General Education program that meets the five fundamental criteria below and may or 
may not be a significant revision of what we currently have. 
Criteria: The five core criteria for our General Education program are: 
1. GenEd flexibility for students and faculty/disciplines 
2. Interdisciplinary (multiple disciplines) or multi-disciplinary (single topic from 
perspective of multiple disciplines) requirements. 
3. Must be fairly easily, concisely, and consistently explained and understood by 
internal and external audiences. (Why do we have 2 science requirements? 
There were multiple responses.) 
4. Could be UMN Morris distinctive – or might not be where we choose to be 
“Morris distinctive” 
5. Must be mission-consistent and assessable  
Proposal A: 
First-year experience:  
  IC-2cr 
  IC-Lab-FYE-type-1cr 
Skills: 
  (WLA?)-Writing--4cr 
  Non-english Language: two courses from same language - 8cr 
  MSR-Quantitative-4cr 
  Speaking – 2cr 
Liberal Arts Perspectives: 
  Humanities – (two courses from two disciplines in Humanities) - 8cr 
  Social Sciences – (two courses from two disciplines in Social Sciences) - 8cr 
  Sciences – (two courses from two disciplines in Sciences, at least one with lab) - 8cr 
Morris Mission Themes:  
  Complete at least 8 cr and fulfill all categories: HDIV, IP, ECR, ENVT with the 
condition that:  
    4cr courses contain two themes 
    2cr course contain one theme 
Writing and Speaking Intensive Course in Major 
  Each major should have at least a writing and speaking intensive course required at 
3xxx level or higher.  
 
Note: one course cannot be used to fulfill both the Liberal Arts Perspectives and the 
Morris Mission Themes. However, a student should be allowed to choose exactly which 
one group, Liberal Arts Perspectives or Morris Mission Themes, a particular course 
fulfills. 
Proposal B: 
First-year experience:  
  IC-2cr 
  IC-Lab-FYE-type-1cr 
Skills: 
  (WLA?)-Writing--4cr 
  Non-english Language: two courses from same language - 8cr 
  MSR-Quantitative-4cr 
  Speaking – 2cr 
Liberal Arts Perspectives: 
  Humanities-(one Hum and one FA) - 8cr 
  Social Sciences –(one SS and one Hist) - 8cr 
  Sciences – (one with Lab and one either) - 8cr 
Morris Mission Themes:  
  Complete at least 8 cr and fulfill all categories: HDIV, IP, ECR, ENVT with the  
  condition that:  
    4cr courses may contain two themes 
    2cr course contain one theme 
Writing and Speaking Intensive Course in Major 
  Each major should have at least a writing and speaking intensive course required at 
3xxx level or higher.  
 
Question: How do Proposals A or B satisfy criteria 1,2*,3,4,5 above? 
Answers:  
 
Criteria 1: Choices still exist and Proposal A’s “Liberal Arts Perspectives” is extremely  
  flexible. Faculty and disciplines still have the autonomy and flexibility to design or  
  redesign their courses for the categories. 
Criteria 2*: To fulfill the GER, one would need to take courses from more than eight  
  different disciplines, at minimum. 
Criteria 3:  
   (Elevator speech:) The UMN Morris Education prepares students for any  
  career anywhere and anytime.  
   (Cocktail hour speech:) The UMN Morris Education prepares students to  
  communicate (writing and speaking) effectively, to think critically, and to understand  
  quantitative reasoning. In particular, our Gen Ed Program provides students  
  knowledge grounded in the core of the liberal arts: the Humanities, the Sciences, and  
  the Social Sciences so as to prepare our students to be global citizens who value and  
  pursue intellectual growth, civic engagement, intercultural competence, and  
  environmental stewardship. 
Criteria 4: Not really – most lib arts colleges are doing this. 
Criteria 5: Oh yeah, you betcha! Look at the Morris Mission Themes! 
 
